Announcing StrongOps 2.0
Performance Monitoring & DevOps for Node

The most comprehensive DevOps dashboard for Node.

- Run-time debugging
- Process & cluster management
- Memory leak analysis
- Error tracing
- CPU and heap profiling
- Performance monitoring

...and more, all in a single dashboard!

Get Started  I  Learn More  I  Watch the Video
An Intro to Koa and Zones
Beyond Express: error handling with ECMAScript 6 generators

In this post, Jed Wood explains what Koa is and just how easy it is to try both locally and on Heroku. Also, presented in this post is a preview of "Zones", a project led by Node core contributor Bert Belder that looks to create a better way to manage asynchronous control flow in Node. Read the blog >>

Is Node affected by the Heartbleed bug?
What you need to know about Heartbleed and your Node apps
By now you've read all about the Heartbleed bug and the potential threat it poses to the users of websites and applications that make use of OpenSSL. What about websites and applications built with Node? Are Node apps affected by the Heartbleed bug? In this post, Bert Belder offers his advice. Read the blog >>
What's LoopBack? It's an open source API server powered by Node that enables you to connect devices and apps to services and data. Learn more >>